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NOMENCLATURE 

Surface area}) or reference area 

Axial force coefficient D FA/qoo Aref 

Drag force coefficient}) D/q A f 
00 re 

Nose drag coefficient (00964 for spherical cap computed by 
modified Newtonian theory) 

General force coefficient representing the total force 
acting on a vehicle 

Lift force coefficient}) L/qoo Aref 

Resultant moment coefficient vector}) sum of moments of all 
body forces about a point "O"}) defined by Eqno (10)~ 

Moment/qoo ArefDb 

Pitching moment coefficient 

Normal force coefficient}) FN/qoo Aref 

Pressure coefficient 9 (pt = PJ/qoo 

Drag force}) sum of all forces acting in the windward 
direction}) CDqoo Aref . 

Vehicle nose diameter 

Vehicle base diameter 

Axial force, sum of all forces acting in the body axial 
direction (along ZS)9 CAqoo Aref 

Normal force}) sum of all forces acting normal to the body 
axial direction, CN~ Aref 

Lift force 

Mach number 

Unit vector (inward) normal to a surface 

Pressure 

Dynamic pressureD pv2/2 

Body radius in the body axis system 
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Subscripts 
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Vehicle base radius 

Unit Reynolds number based on free=stream properties y 

pV!lJ 

Vehicle nose radius 

Radius vector from point HQ9V to a body point 

Velocity 

Coordinate axis normal to Z in the vertical plane 

Coordinate axis normal to the XZ plane 

Coordinate axis in windward or body axis of symmetry 
direction 

Angle of attack 

Ratio of gas specific heats (1040 used herein) 

(y~l¥( y+l) 

Polar angle measured in the plane perpendicular to the 
axis of symmetry 

Density 

Cone half=angle 

Gas viscosity 

Bluntness ratio of nose to base radius 

B Body axes 

b Base 

R. Local 

n NoseD or normal direction 

ref referenceD denotes reference area which in all cases is 
base area (TTRb 2) 

w Wind axes 
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1, 2g 3 9 4 Denotes values of parameters at limits of integration for 
each region D at special values of Z and aD or values of 
force coefficients for each like numbered region 

Denotes free=stream g or undisturbed flow conditions 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1 e GENERAL REVIEW 

The fundamental problem of general three dimensional super= 

sonic flow-field analysis has been studied for many years~ but until 

recently it has remained unsolved o The primary reason for this 

difficulty has not been due to any lack of basic theoryo Rather 9 the 

complexity encountered in integrating the governing equations» as well 

as the quantity of numerical calculations required» were of such 

magnitude that hand computation was impractical D and even some of the 

early computing machines were inadequateo But with the rapid advance 

of computer technology and the increase in computer size in recent 

years D it has now become feasible to develop machine techniques for 

the numerical computation o 

The need for such a capability springs essentially from two 

main areas of interest o First p there is interest in the programming 

and computing techniques which become necessary for so complex a task 

as computing the pressure distributions and resultant forces and 

moments on a vehicle in an inviscid flow field o Although several two= 

dimensional and axisymmetrical analyses have been developed~ they are 

quite limited and do not apply to the non=symmetrical body» nor to 

axisymmetrical bodies at angle of attack o A second area of interest 

is that of hypersonic flight at high altitude o Vehicles operating in 

this flight regime are subject to strong viscous effects 9 with the 

result that the actual pressure distributions» forces D and moments 
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are altered by varying degrees 0 Considerable effort has been spent on 

both experimental and theoretical studies to assess the magnitudes of 

the viscous effects on hypersonic configurations D such as blunt slender 

cones 0 Same progress has been made in both these areas of investigation 

but much more research is needed D particularly in the theoretical areao 

To date D the theoretical analysis of the viscous interaction 

phenomenon has been limited to the case of zero yaw o The presently 

available axisymmetrical inviscid solutions permit an analysis of the 

viscous boundary layer surrounding a body by using the inviscid solu= 

tion as the conditions external to and influencing the development of 

this layero The work of Whitfield and Griffith (1)1 represents a 

significant contribution in this area o But D as they concludeD more 

work remains to be done in order to better understand the viscous 

phen amenon 0 

The state of the art regarding the theoretical analysis of 

viscous effects at angle of attack is considerably less advanced 0 One 

reason for this difficulty is that there has not been available an 

adequate mathematical description of the flow field about lifting 

bodies o This has limited the work in this area primarily to experi~ 

mental studies o Therefore g the development of a general three= 

dimensional computer program is essential if the emphasis is to be 

shifted toward a more balanced analysis 9 from both the experimental 

INumbers in parantheses refer to references at the end of 
the text o 
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and theoretical viewpoints o A significant computer program~ which 

should substantially improve this balance~ has been developed by Go 

Moretti~ et al0 9 (2)9 at the General Applied Sciences Laboratories*~ 

for the Aeronautical Systems Division 9 USAFo An evaluation of this 

program is the subject of this thesis o 

The reader is referred to an lAS paper by Fowell (3) and an 

article by Ferri (4) for a more general discussion of the problems 

associated with general three=dimensional numerical analysis techniques 

as well as the limitations of nUsemi=three dimensionapv axisymmetrical 

~ canputer techniques 0 Moreover ~ reference is made here to the fact that 

there are two other general three=dimensional computer programs pre= 

sently known to exist o One is being developed at the Lockheed 

Aircraft Corporation (Huntsville~ Alabama)g while work on the other 

is being done at the Northrop Aircraft Corporation (Hawthorne 9 

California) 0 There are no specific references to these programs in 

the literature and D to the authorUs knowledgeD these programs are still 

in the preliminary check=out stageo The program developed by GASL has 

been written for the IBM 7090 camputer 9 and has been used to obtain 

results for approximately six months prior to the writing of this 

thesis o It iS D to the authorQ s knowledgeD the only workable three= 

dimensional program available in this country at the present timeo 

*The General Applied Sciences Laboratories (GASL) are located 
at WestburY9 Long Island 9 New Yorko Their computer program will here= 
after be referred to in this thesis as the GASL program o 
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20 STATEMENT OF THE THESIS 

To the authorvs knowledge p the validity of the GASL three= 

dimensional computer program has not been checked by comparing its 

results with available experimental data D or with other programs o Of 

courseD such checks with other programs would have to be made for cer= 

tain special cases D ioe oD non~lifting axisymmetrical configurations D 

since these are the only others presently available o Thus D in view of 

the program 9 s uniqueness D it will be the subject of this thesis to 

compare the results from this computer program with experimental 

(pressure distribution and force) data on a 9=degree semivertex angleD 

spherically blunted cone at angles of attack ranging from zero through 

20 degrees o The comparisons are made for a hypersonic Mach number of 

18 and a perfect gas (y = 1040)D although the program is sufficiently 

general to accept both variable Mach number as well as other values of 

Yo The nominal Mach number of 18 is chosen because a greater part of 

the experimental data are for this Mach number o However D some of the 

experimental data included are for a Mach number of 13 D but as the data 

comparisons will indicateD the pressure coefficient becomes essentially 

independent of Mach number above a value of 10 0 

Although the GASL program considers only a non=viscous gas v 

the experimental data available for comparison do have viscous effects v 

hence the best agreement is not obtained in these comparisons o There= 

fore D some discussion relating to the viscous effects is presented to 

explain the differences 0 
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3 0 PROCEDURE 

The computational procedure of the present analysis consists 

of operating on the output of the GASL program to transform it to a 

more standard form in order to provide a comparison with experimental 

data o The GASL program computes flow quantities at several points in 

the flow field~ between the body and the shock9 along rays which lie in 

a plane perpendicular to the free=stream velocityo Hence 9 at angles of 

attack (other than zero) j the radial surface pressure distribution is 

known in a plane which is inclined to the body axiso The experimental 

pressure distributions 9 however~ were recorded in planes normal to the 

body axis at all angles of attack u The GASL computed results have been 

transformed to the body axis system by a 4=point LaGrangian interpola= 

tion formula which yields a pressure distribution that is directly 

comparable with the experimental data o Furthermore D the theoretical 

pressure distribution has been integrated by the trapezoidal rule to 

obtain the pressure forces acting on the bodYD and these are also com= 

pared with experimental data o All computations to be performed on the 

GASL program output were programmed for the IBM 7074 computer o 

Also D in view of their wide use 9 and for purposes of compari= 

son~ computations of pressure distributions were made using the 

modified Newtonian theoryo These results are presented as pressure 

distributions and force coefficients which are compared with both the 

GASL theoretical results and the experimental datao The comparison 

of the pressure distributions and force data are presented for angles 

of attack of OD SD 10D ISD and 20 degrees D respectivelyo 
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CHAPTER II 

INVEST! GAT! ON 

I., THEORETICAL PROGRAM 

The computer program developed by the General Applied Science 

Laboratories and used in this analysis is a full 329000 word program 

with overlaying requirements to meet the size limitations of the IBM 

7090 computero In deference to the program~s size and complexitY9 no 

attempt has been made here to dissect and analyze the computer tech= 

niques used o To0 9 it has not been felt necessary to become familiar 

with all the analytical details of the program; rather» the author is 

concerned with its application to a specific prQblem area o A unique 

feature of this program is that it works; hence the question considered 

in this thesis is» "How well does it work?" Therefore» this section is 

only a brief description of the analytical and computer techniques used 

in the program 9 which distinguish it from others that may now exist or 

be developed in the near future., 

The GASL computer program utilizes the method of characteris= 

tics to compute the fluid properties in the inviscid 9 supersonic 9 

three=dimensional flow field about spherically~capped9 arbitrarily 

shaped lifting bodies 0 The computations may be made for a perfect 

gas or for real air in thermodynamic equilibrium o The limitations to 

be considered are that no large local expansions 9 such as sharp COT= 

ners, can exist; no secondary shock systems can be present; and no 

cases where separated regions may be present in the flow field can be 
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considered 0 

The computational technique is such that the calculat ions are 

made for "wind axesH ; ioeo I) in planes perpendicular to the direction of 

the free=stream velocity vectoro In the present case an axisymmetrical 

body at angle of attack is considered 8 so that a cylindrical coordinate 

system is usedl) ioeo!) for a given Zw planeD points in the flow field D 

between the shock and the body surfaceD are described by a meridinal 

angle and a radius lengtho The number of points may be refined to 20 

points between the body and shock and 30 increments in angle between 

the windward and leeward sides of the bodyo The number of Zw planes at 

which solutions are obtained is dependent on the characteristics net 

and the number of points known in the initial plane o For the present 

easel) 11 points along rays of 10=degree increments have been used in 

the analysiso 

In this particular application D the computational procedure 

detailed in (2) has been modified in that the input data for the 

supersonic solution is derived from a program written by the Space 

General Corporation (5) for the Aeronautical Systems Divisionl) USAF 9 

which uses the van Dyke inverse method (6)~ rather than the method 

discussed in (2)0 Moreover p an attempt has been made to circumvent 

the restriction of no separated regions by terminating the computing 

procedure before the separation region is reachedl) and a comparison is 

made of these results with experimental data for the same conditions 

where separation is assumed to have occurred 0 Hence II only by a criti= 

cal examination of these comparisons can some measure of the programOs 
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validity and limitations be made o 

The origin of the coordinate system is chosen to be at the 

center of the spherical cap as shown in Figure 1Q Also shown is the 

dashed line along which the calculations are made 0 At each Hjump~~ in 

Xw a change of frame of reference is made in order to keep the axis 

system near the axis of symmetry of the bodyo This is necessary to 

prevent the solution from becoming double valued as well as distorted 

Note~ ZB coplanar with Zw 

Figure 10 Sketch of the Coordinate System Used in the GASL Program 

whenever Zw pierces the body surface o The user has the capability of 

scheduling the frame changes in any desired manner so long as it is 

consistent with the chosen coordinate system o The coordinate system 

will be specified~ depending on the body geometry~ in which case there 
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is a subroutine available which may be modified for radically different 

type bodies 8 such as a slab delta wingo Only the concepts of a Hplane 

slice" perpendicular to Zw and the spherical cap must be retained in 

the p rog ram " 

Some of the required inputs to the program are the free=stream 

conditions, specified values of Zw at which frame changes occur D the 

initial=plane fluid properties 8 and operational data such as the number 

of points desired between the body and shock j the angle in,crements 

chosen 8 etc co The data output consists of the three velocity canpon~ 

ents 8 their derivatives 8 the point radius=vector magnitude 9 speed of 

sound 8 entropYe densitYa pressure~ enthalpy, and X9 Y coordinates for 

each point between the body and the shock o These values are non= 

dimensionalized with respect to various constants characteristic of the 

particular flow field and geometrYD ioeo!) stagnation conditions D nose 

radius 8 etc o Through a control number!) N D one can have recorded on the 

output tape every Nth plane!) which is in turn printed out on paper~ 

Likewise D a similar control number manipulates the output to be 

recorded on another output tape for every specified number of steps in 

Zw and at every frame changeo In this regard!) at a later time the 

program may be restarted at one of these planes!) using this output tape 

for the subsequent run ~ This control feature can save computer time 

should the program fai 1 at some point in the calculations" In some 

cases only a modification of the desired points is necessary from that 

station on downstream in order to enable the program to proceed fran 

the failure pointo This feature will be discussed more fully in a 
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subsequent chapter q 

Analysis Program 

The primary interest in this analysis has been in the surface 

pressures as computed by the GASL program~ and the resultant forces 

derived from these pressures 0 The GASL output pressure data are given 

in atmospheres» and because the computations are programmed in the wind= 

axis system~ the pressure distributions are computed in planes other 

than those perpendicular to the body Q s axis of symmetry = the fom in 

which the experimental pressure distributions are recorded a In order 

that a direct comparison can be made D it is necessary to transform the 

computed pressures to the body planes 0 Moreover~ due to the perponder= 

ous amount of computed data and the desire for better accuracYD it was 

decided that a computer program should be written to transform the 

pressures and print out dist.ributions at desired body planes 0 These 

would then be integrated to obtain the inviscid force and moment 

coefficients o The discussion which follows is a description of the 

derivation of the equations used in the computer programo 

It can be seen from Figure 1» page 15» that the two axes 

systems of interest are related by a transformation D which is p·resented 

in the following matrix form ~ 

cos ex 0 sin ex 

[XW~YW9ZWJ = 0 1 0 ( 1) 

=sin a 0 cos ex 
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In the body=axis systern D the X and Y coordinates are replaced by the 

polar coordinates RB and aB~ so that 

y :: 
B I ::) (2) 

where Xs and YB are nondirnensionalized with respect to the nose radius 0 

Using equation (2) in the scalar form of equation (1) one finds that 

Xw -- (RRn
B 1 cos aB cos a "'" ZB sin a 

and 

Zw = ZB cos a -(;;1 cos aB sin a. 

The geanetry is such that 

_ ~l ( YB ) aw tan-
1 (~) aB ~ tan - I) -

Xs 

or!) in the case of aw D 

( ~nB 1 sin as 

!::) cos aB cos a + ZB sin a 

so that 

Zw = ZB cos a - (~) cos aB sin a 

I~l 
( 4) 

and 

cos a ~ ZB sin a 

represent the transform equations from body axes to wind axes 0 
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Inasmuch as the reference axis for a 9 within each frame 
w 

changeD is the shifted Zw axis D there is a correction on Xw in com= 

puting tan awo This correction is obtained by decreasing Xw by the 

amount of the sum of the 6Xw
vs for all frame changes up to the point 

considered, so that equations (4) became 

(~ 1 
and 

(5) 
sin as 

m 
aB cos' a + Zs sin a = i~l 6Xwi 

where m represents the number of frame changes which have occurred up 

to that pointo Equations (5) are those used to determine the equivalent 

Zw and aw for a given Zs and as and the associated pressures on the body 

surface 0 The technique used to describe the pressure at a given point 

is a LaGrangian 4=point interpolation formula of the form 

where 

Flex) 

(X=X l ) (x=x2) (x=x3) 

(x4=xlr{x4=i2J(x4=x~ 

The subscript numbers represent the known values to be interpolated in 

both Zw and awo More specificallYD for a chosen ZB and aS9 the 
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corresponding Zw and ew were first computed 0 The computer then 

searched the GASL results for four sets of pressures which bracketed 

both Zw and eWD preferably 2 on each side (as the end of the body or a 

frame-change was approached v a 3 and 1 or an end point interpolation 

was performed) 0 In all, five interpolations were necessary to define 

the pressure at a point; that iS 9 four were required to determine the 

pressure at each of the four known ewu s in the desired Zw planeD and 

a final interpolation on ew yielded the desired resulto In the present 

ana1ysiss these calculations are performed at 0 02 intervals in Za D 

beginning at =1 and ending at 1406449 with additional special ZB values 

investigated for comparison purposes o In each ZB plane pressures are 

computed at each 10 0 increment in eBo The resultant pressures are 

printed out and stored for integration in the force equations (a deri= 

vation of these expressions is presented below) 0 

A general expression for the resultant force coefficient act= 

ing on a body due solely to the surface pressure may be written as~ 

(6) 

where nRb2 is the base reference area!) Cp the local pressure coeffi= 

cient, and t the local (inward) unit normal vector for an element of 

surface area dAo As can be readily seen 9 the normal vector and the 

elemental area are functions of the local body geometryo Thus D for the 

present caseD equation (6) might well be evaluated for only two regions D 

the spherical cap and the conical afterbody 0 However D for ease of 

computing v three regions are chosen!) as shown in Figure 29 page 210 In 
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regions 1 and 29 the integration was performed in the wind axis system 

because these regions are for a sphere at zero angle of attack o 

Xw 

Figure 20 Sketch of Model Showing Three Regions of Integration 

In these regions Cp is constant for a given Zw o It follows immediately 

that, in region 1 ~ 

= -2 (i;r II 
=1 

('7) 

The net force acting in the Xw or Yw direction is zero in region 10 

The resulting equations for region 2 are different from 
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those in region 1 only because the lower limit of integration is deter= 

mined by the plane Z810 For any selected value of ZWD the intersection 

of this Zw plane with the ZSI plane determines the lower limit on SW D 

as well as a value of SBI in the region 2 calculations ° With both Zw 

and ZBl known» then j 

where 

and 

-1 = tan 

Zw = ZSl cos ct 

~ (~ L sin a 

Hence f) the range of integration in aw is from aWl to = awlo Also /) in 

region 2 there is a net normal force along the Xw axiso The equations 

for these force coefficients in region 2 are as follows~ 

and (8) 
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In region lD the values of Cp are taken from the Space= 

General solution (Ref o 5)~ and then used to compute the input conditions 

for the GASL program 0 In region 2» the values obtained from the GASL 

program are used o In region 3~ Cp is not constant with respect to 

either ew or es' so there is no advantage in continuing the integration 

in the wind axis system; moreover» from a geometrical point of view D 

the equations are more tractable in the body axis system o So~ in 

equation (6)j the expression for the inward unit normal vector at any 

point on the cone is substituted and the integration performed~ yield= 

ing to the results 

(CPZB) 3 = ~ (~r tan 0c JBrnax (;;j 
ZSl 

and (9) 

dZs 

In region 3~ the GASL results are interpolated for a selected ZSD and 

then the integrals in as evaluated by the trapezoidal rule o Next D 

these values are integrated along the body length D by the trapezoidal 

rule, to obtain the coefficients in equation (9)0 Due to the large 

number of ZB planes employed (150) D it is felt that this integration 

technique is sufficiently accurate o 

For all three regions it can be shown 9 mathematically~ that 

the side force integrates to zero o Physically one can see that due to 
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symmetry the incremental side forces cancel one another~ leading to the 

zero resultant 0 

The general equation for the moment coefficient about a 

chosen point "0" may be expressed as 

( 10) 

...:at. 
where r 1S the radius vector from the point "0" 0 For regions 1 and 2 f) 

the point "0" is chosen as the intersection of Zw with the sphere (see 

Fig 0 2) ~ so that 

(11) 

The latter result in Eqso (11) is obtained because the resultant moment 

arm for the forces in region 2 is unit yo In region 3 D the point "OH is 

taken as the intersection of ZB with the sphere£) so that 

= ... Cp cos 

(12) 

[CZB + 1) +(;;) tan a~] dZ B 

To add all the contributions of the several regions£) the coefficients 

in regions 1 and 2 are transformed to region 3 through the angle of 

attackf) so that the final expressions for the normal and axial forceD 

pitching moment coefficients g and for the center of pressure location 
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from the nose* are obtained as 

CA = [CC FZ) 1 + (CFz) 2] cos a + (CPx ) sin a + (CPZs) 3 
w 2 

CN = [(CFZw) 1 + CCFz)z] sin a + (=CPx ) cos a = (CFX ) 
w 2 B 3 

(13) 

Cmnose = (Cm) 0 j3 + [(C FX ) cos a - (CFz ) sin a] (~~l w 2 w 2 

Moreover» in order to compute the lift to drag ratio 9 the following 

relations are used 

(14) 

and 

(15) 

These final equations yield the results from the GASL program which 

have been used to compare the computed force and moment coefficients 

with experimental datao These comparisons are presented in a later 

chapter; however g a discussion of the experimental investigation is 

presented firsto 

*Pi tching manent and center of pres?ure location are 
referenced to the point "0" where Zs intersects the sphere 0 
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20 EXPE RlMENT AL PROGRAM 

The experimental data presented herein were obtained in 

investigations conducted at two separate laboratories D the Arnold 

Engineering Development Center (Tullahoma v Tennessee) 9 and the Cornell 

Aeronautical Laboratory (Buffalo 9 New York)Q These data are for a 

spherically capped D 9=degree semivertex angle cone with a nose=to=base 

radius ratio of 003 0 OriginallYD this model configuration was designed 

to study the presence of viscous effects at the available wind tunnel 

test conditions 0 However~ the large amount of data available for this 

configuration has made it attractive for comparison purposes even with 

the inviscid computer solution o In the Mach number range considered D 

these data from CAL and AEDC are the only such information available in 

the literature (to date) for this configuration o 

The AEDC experiments were conducted in the von Karman Gas 

Dynamics Hypersonic Tunnel H (a SO=inch diameter hotshot tunnel) and 

Tunnel F (a IOO-inch diameter hotshot tunnel) 0 In these facilities 

energy is added to a small volume of gas (known mass) by means of a 

high-current electric arc o The controlled energy addition raises the 

pressure to a desired maximum valueo Typical values of maximum stag= 

nation pressure and temperature for the data presented here are 149000 

psia and 2S00 oKD respectivelyo During pressure rise D a diaphragm 

located downstream of the throat ruptures at a controlled pressureo 

The gas is then allowed to expand into the test section through a coni= 

cal no~~leo The expansion lowers the total pressure continuously 
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during the run 0 Also~ the expansion is considered isentropico The 

Mach number is varied by changing the throat diameter o Useful run time 

of 20 to 50 milliseconds can be obtained on a typical run 0 Associated 

with the electric arc heater is the introduction of some particle con= 

tamination into the test section flow; however D by limiting the stagna= 

tion enthalpy to equivalent velocities of 104 fps~ and using nitrogen 

as the test gas» both the amount and the effects of particle contamina= 

tion are kept to tolerable levels o A complete discussion of the 

development of the hotshot tunnel as a reliable testing device is given 

by Lukasiewicz» eto alo» (7)0 

The relatively short run time associated with a hotshot 

facility has necessitated the development of special measuring devices o 

To measure model surface pressures a variable=reluctance wafer trans= 

ducer has been developed by Smotherman (8)0 The aerodynamic forces are 

measured by an ordinary strain=gage type balance» but one which has been 

designed to canpensate for any sting accelerations 0 The compensation 

technique is described by Edenfield and Ledford in Reference (9)0 

Finally» due to the time variation of the flow conditions D a continuous 

operations record is made for each run; the equipment needed for this 

is described by Earheart and Bynum (10)D and the method by which the 

stagnation and test section flow conditions at any time during the use= 

ful run are computed is presented by Grabau» eto alo D (11)0 

The Cornell test facility is a 48~inch hypersonic shock 

tunnel which uses a constant=area reflected shock tube to raise air to 

approximately the desired stagnation conditions 0 This air is then 
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expanded through a contoured nozzle to the desired test conditions o 

Test times of 2 to 4 milliseconds are characteristic for the tests 

presented here o The stagnation conditions are determined from measure= 

ments of the pressure pehind the reflected shock and the speed of the 

incident shock o A detailed description of the tunnelvs operation is 

given in Reference (12)0 

During these particular tests D peizoelectric crystals were 

used for pressure and force measurements; and D the data presented for 

force measurements have been corrected for sting accelerations o A 

general discussion of shock tunnel instrumentation is presented by 

Martin~ eto alo 9 in Reference (13)0 

The range of test conditions~ for the data from the two 

faCilities, are as follows~ 

CAL~ 14 ~ M < 15; 2000 < Re~/inch < 

The Tunnel H data presented herein from the AEDC~VKF investigation 

were obtained by Mro Jo Fo Roberts 9 of the Hypervelocity BranchD von 

Karman Gas Dynamics Facilityo These results are documented in an 

unpublished internal laboratory reporto The Tunnel F results were 

obtained by the author and have been documented in a similar mannera 

The Cornell Laboratory data have been taken from the work by 

Wilkinson and Harrington (14); an experimental comparison of some of 

the AEDC-VKF and CAL data is presented by Edenfield (lS)o 
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OiAPTER III 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

1 I) COMPARISONS AT ZERO=LI FT ANGLE 

It has been pointed out by Fowell (3) that for symmetrical 

bodies under conditions of zero yaw the flow field is rotationally 

symmetric and can be solved by existing axisymmetric two=dimensional 

theories with a high degree of accuracyo This being the caseD then~ it 

is unnecessary to use the GASL program for such problems o HoweverD as 

a check of validity it is interesting to compare the GASL three dimen= 

sional program results with two=dimensional theories at zero yaw to 

determine how well the GASL program "collapses" into the axisymmetric 

case o Figure 3, page 30 D shows a comparison of the GASL results with 

those from a program written at AEDC and one from Space=General o The 

AEDC and Space-General results are shown as one because v although the 

programs are completely separate j the results for the present case a~e 

practically identicalo The correlation parameters used in Figure 3 are 

those first suggested by Cheng 9 but modified by replacing p/M:p~y with 

Cp/2, as was done by Griffith and Lewis (16) to obtain better correla= 

tion. Also shown on the same figure are experimental data from AEDC= 

VKF and CAL tests o The AEDC""VKF Tunnel F data have been averaged to 

provide only one point at each body station o There were a total of 23 

runs in the Tunnel F data, with a spread of approximately! 10 percent 

overall, which is well within the scatter shown hereo 

It is noted from Figure 3 that the GASL solution is approxi= 

mately 15 percent below the AEDC and Space=General solutions D and that 
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these latter two solutions agree best with the experimental datao The 

deficiency of the GASL solution can be explained qualitatively by a 

simple comparison of the GASL and AEDC programs o As pointed out by 

Fowell (3) ~ the GASL solution does not proceed along a characteristic 

surface; rather i characteristic lines are constructed in a radial 6w 

plane from known points in the previous Zw planeo The intersection of 

these characteristic lines at a downstream Zw plane represents a 

possible solution. This procedure is repeated for all desired 6w 

planes p and the solutions in the new Zw plane used to obtain the solu= 

tion in a subsequent Zw plane by repeating the above procedure o The 

similar intersections for all subsequent radial planes would in all 

likelihood not occur in the same Zw plane; therefore D an interpolation 

and extrapolation procedure has been adopted so as to obtain all solu= 

tions in one Zw planeo Of necessity~ such a scheme requires a relat~ 

ively loose convergence criterion o However~ in the case of the AEDC=VKF 

program, the equations are written along the characteristic lines~ so 

that if the solution at a field point does not converge within a strict 

limit, the interval between the two generating points is halved and 

another point is sought. This technique generates more known points 

in the field from which the solution is inherently more accurate 0 

While it is felt that this provides a likely explanation for 

the difference between the theories s no attempt has been made to check 

it at this time because this would require an examination of the 

interior of the GASL program = a situation which is both too cumbersome 

and time consuming at presento 
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The differences between the experimental data and the AEDC= 

VKF or Space=General solutions have been well documented by several 

independent investigations for cone bodies of varying bluntness o 

Griffith and Lewis (16) showed the correlation presented in Figure 3 

using a multitude of data for a wide range of conditions which substant= 

iates both the correlation parameters and the differences shown here o 

Using the theory employed by Whitfield and Griffith (1)9 the analysis 

of Probstein (17) was used to show that viscous interaction would 

increase theory about 12 percent at the station closest to the nose and 

about 3 percent nearest the base o This still does not account for all 

the differences between theory and experiment; Probstein noted that 

his analysis was only a first order theoryo It is felt that more 

rigorous analysis of the viscous phenomenon is required in order to 

substantiate these differences 0 Research is presently being carried 

out in this area by Co Ho Lewis of AR0 9 Inco, the preliminary results 

of this investigation indicate that the differences shown here are 

re as onah Ie 0 

Hence, for present purposes it is sufficient to state that 

the present axisymmetrical theories are adequate j and that good agree= 

ment with experiment is obtained whenever viscous effects are properly 

considered. Furthermore j in view of the more lax convergence require= 

m.ents in the GASL program, the differences shown between this program 

and the axisymmetrical theories can be accounted for~ and these differ= 

ences for zero=yaw conditions do not necessarily preclude applicability 

of the GASL program at angle of attack o 
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20 CCMPARISrnS AT ANGLE OF ATIACK 

It has been shown in the previous section that for the range 

of flow conditions D for which experimental data are showns blunted cone 

configuration has a pressure distribution which is affected by viscous 

phenomenao But since it is the only data available, it is necessary to 

examine this relatively large collection of data at angle of attack as 

a comparison for the GASL program. In evaluating these comparisons~ 

qualitative consideration of the viscous effects has been made in order 

to identify whether or not differences should be credited to the GASL 

results or to the viscous interaction 0 It has been observed that under 

conditions of zero yaw a significant improvement in the agreement~ 

between experiment and the axisymmetrical theory, has been obtained for 

larger-angle semivertex angle cones under similar flow field conditions 0 

Hence & in the present case the viscous effects are expected to diminish I) 

at least an the windward sideD with increased angle of attack. 

Shown in Figure 4Ca)~ page 34, are the computed and experi= 

mental longitudinal pressure distributions on the most windward (8w = 

0) and the most leeward C8w = w) body meridians for angles of attack of 

5 and 10 degrees o On the windward side 9 the agreement between the 

experimental data and the GASL results are somewhat improved over the 

zero yaw comparisano Moreover~ inasmuch as the agreement improved 

markedly for the 10 degree easel) it is felt that the differences shown 

are primarily due to viscous effects o It is gratifying to note that 

the trends of the theory and experiment are very similar o 

On the leeward side the comparisons are not as goodo It is 
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believed that the viscous effects will tend to be amplified in this 

region~ due to the thickening of the boundary layerD in the favorable 

pressure field!) thereby "inducingH higher surface pressures 0 

A similar comparison for 20 degrees angle of attack is pre= 

sented in Figure 4(b)>> page 35 0 It is noted that on the leeward side 

it has been necessary to "cut offut the computations D at 8w = 130 deg= 

reeS 9 beyond the body station shown since the solution failed to con= 

verge and indicated a negative pressureo The "cut off" was accomplished 

by modifying the computer input and restarting the program from the 

output tape just upstream of the failure pointo The computations are 

continued on the windward side (to 8w = 130 degrees) to the end of the 

bodyo The GASL results agree with the experimental data on the wind= 

ward side reasonably well D taking into account data scatter!) but not as 

clearly indicating the presence of viscous effects as in the previous 

cases 0 

At the time computations were made for the 20 degree angle of 

attack caseD any failure which occurred on the leeward side of the body 

was construed as possible evidence of a separated region D ioe o !) a 

violation of the third program restriction (ioea!) no case where flow 

separation exists should be considered) a Hence!) it was concluded that 

this restriction could possibly be circumvented by "cutting off" the 

calculations before the separated region was reached a However D sub~ 

sequent comparisons with experiment have shown this not to be the case 

at all» as indicated by the experimental data for the leeward side in 

Figure 4(b)>> page 350 These data indicate an attached flow D so that 
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the failure in the GASL program was caused by something else o As sub= 

sequent comparisons will indicateD the radial pressure distributions = 

as the fai lure point was approached = were well behaved and these 

particular computations are not suspecto Some speculation as to the 

origin of this fai lure will be discussed in a later section of this 

chaptero 

The radial pressure distributions D at several body stations 9 

are shown in Figures 5, 6~ 7~ and 8~ on pages 39 through 45~ for angles 

of attack of 5, 10j l5 j and 20 degrees~ respectivelyo Although experi= 

mental pressure data are not available for a comparison in this 

instance 9 the lS""degree angle of at tack case is presented for infonna= 

tion purposes and to show the development of the instability encountered 

in the GASL solutions o This instability forced a cut=off of the com= 

putations at 6w = 140 degrees for a = 15 degrees at Zw = 110 The nature 

of the failure in this case is identical to that of the 20=degree case~ 

except that this latter failure occurs further aft on the bodyo 

In addition to the GASL solution~ the surface pressures were 

obtained from the modified Newtonian theory~ which can be expressed as 

Here Cp stag is the pressure coefficient at the forward stagnation 

point on a blunt bodYi which is taken to be 10 87 in this analysis~ 

based on Mach 18 free-stream flow o The angle n is the acute angle 

(16) 

between the local velocity vector and the local surface unit normal 

vectoro This angle is determined from the expression 
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cos n = 

so that 9 then 9 

'1> = 1.87 [i~ r (17) 

is used to calculate the surface pressure distribution. This value of 

Cp is substituted into the force equations and Newtonian force coeffi= 

cients are computed. One precept of the theory is that the pressure is 

zero in the "shadowed" region; thus, in integrating the surface pres"" 

sures, a limit is set at cos n = 0, or n = f Q 

The dashed lines on Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8, pages 39 through 

45, represent the results of the Newtonian computations 0 Inasmuch as 

all of the body planes chosen for comparison are on the conical part of 

the body, the Newtonian distributions are the same for all planes at a 

given angle of attack. This is occasioned by the fact that neither the 

velocity nor the unit normal vector are functions of the body lengtho 

While the functional relationship for the normal vector is different on 

the cone and on the spheri cal cap, the transi tion at the tangent point 

is continuous; hence, there are no radial changes in the pressure 

distribution 'other than indicated here o 

The body positions for which the radial pressure distribution 

is presented are chosen primarily on the basis of the quantity of 

experimental data available at each position; and secondly, chosen to 

present an indication of the pressure variations with body length o The 

experimental data shown for a given plane are generally taken from one 
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of the two sources, either AEDC-VKF or CALo This precludes any mutual 

validation of the data by direct comparis on 0 However D some indication 

of the agreement between the data is demonstrated in Figures 3 and 4, 

pages 30, 34, and 35 9 as well as by the report of Edenfield (15) 0 

An examination of the distributions for all angles of attack 

suggests two primary results~ 

10 Notwithstanding the differences in some cases, the 

trends of the experimental and the GASL pressure 

distributions are very similaro 

20 The modified Newtonian theory is totally inadequate 

for the task of predicting the pressure distribution 

on rather blunt slender bodies 0 

With regard to the first result9 it is to be remembered that 

at low angles of attack the extraneous effects of viscous interaction 

strongly influence the experimental pressure distributions a Thus, for 

the S=degree angle of attack case not much can be said except that the 

experimental and theoretical trends are similar, and that the experi= 

mental data are strongly affected by viscous effects a 

The agreement is much improved for the IO=degree angle of 

attack caseo Only on the leeward side is there any marked deviation 

between the GASL theory and experimental data a It is most difficult to 

determine the cause of this deviation since» on the one hand» the 

experimental results are subject to viscous effects» due to boundary= 

layer thickening in this region, while on the other hands as the 

solution moves aft on the body a "well" of low pressure is developed 
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and followed by a large positive gradient to some higher pressure at the 

most leeward position o For increasing angles of attack!) the "well" 

approaches a zero pressure and even becomes negativeo The conditions 

of negative pressures are caused by the breakdown of the convergence 

criterion!) and the solution fails shortly thereaftero It is necessary 

to exclude that region in any subsequent calculations further aft on the 

body 0 It is felt that both viscous effects and the effects of the 

"wells" are contributing to the indicated deviation; however!) the 

validity of the idea of IOwellsH in the inviscid solution remains to be 

proven 0 One possible explanation for these "wells" is that as the flow 

on the windward side proceeds around the body, its velocity vector 

and/or streamlines move upward and away from the free=stream direction o 

However!) as the leeward side of the body is approachedl> it is necessary 

for the flow tram both sides to be turned back toward the free=stream 

direction!) ioeo D as the flow approaches the upper region of the verti= 

cal plane of symmetrYI> its sideward velocity component must approach 

zero" In order to do this !> it appears that a high pressure ridge is 

required to re.tard the sideward motion and turn the flow" This 

explanation is plausible; howeverl> a detailed examination by calculating 

streamline patterns for these pressure distributions and a comparison 

of mass conservation from one streamline to another is needed to show 

whether or not the pattern is realistico Such an analysis is beyond 

the scope of this thesis; therefore g it will be said that this is a pro= 

blem which needs further analysiso 

It is also entirely plausible that the development of the 
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pressure "well" can be related to the relatively loose convergence 

criterion discussed earliero The right=running characteristic on the 

leeward side is more nearly parallel to the body~ particularly at 

higher angles of attack; thus the distance between intersections 

becomes larger D and the possibility of errors in the interpolations 

is increasedo However D a detailed analysis of the program itself would 

be required to determine if any improvement could be obtainedo 

The 15=degree angle of attack case 9 presented in Figure 79 

page 43 9 shows a further progression of the "wells u9 to the "cut off" 

point 0 At Zs = 502S the "wells" have begun to fonn and at Zs :: 9 0 72 

the bottan of the Hwell" has dropped to a value of practically zero 

(10-5) with an almost infinitely positive gradient following 0 At 

stations further aft on the body the solution breaks down and finally 

fails o As a result9 the leeward boundary condition is removed from 

the solutiono The comparisons presented for the 20=degree angle of 

attack case show that the GASL program gives good results up to approxi= 

mately the 90~degree station g without the leeward boundary condition D 

so it appears that no serious limi tations on the solution are mani= 

fested on the windward side by the exclusion of regions on the leeward 

side of the bodyo 

In the second result D what is meant by the statement of a 

"rather blunt slender body" is one with a comparatively small cone 

angle but with a large bluntness ratio; ioe0 9 the overall body length 

is only a few nose radiio The previously observed trends in the 

pressure distributions are clearly observed near the nose of the bodyo 
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This region is subjected to overexpansion and subsequent recompressions 

which the modified Newtonian theory does not consider o Only for more 

slender bodies can the nose influence be diminished 9 and better agree

ment be obtained o The comparison presented here is considerably improved 

at the higher angles of attack 9 particularly on the windward side of the 

body, because the shock wave more closely approximates the shape of the 

body in this regiono Therefore D because of the special circumstances 

which are necessary in order for modified Newtonian theory to apply, the 

use of this theory in predicting surface pressure distributions on 

general bodies is not considered reliable o 
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30 COMPARISON OF FORCE COEFFICIENTS 

Having established that the GASL theory predicts the pressure 

distribution on a blunt slender cone at angle of at tack I) it remains to 

be shown whether or not the problems with the GASL solution in the lee= 

ward regions seriously impair the prediction of the inviscid force 

coefficients obtained by integrating the GASL pressure distributions 

with the "wellsov included o 

Since the experimental pressure data are known to be 

influenced by viscous actionl) it appears that some discussion of the 

effects and the magnitude of the viscous influence on the forces experi= 

enced by a bodYD and in particular a blunt slender cone 9 are warranted o 

This is necessary in order to make a more realistic evaluation of the 

comparisons between the theory and experimental data o 

As was pointed out earlier 9 the work of Whitfield and 

Griffith (1) is related to this problem under conditions of zero yaw o 

It is felt that the effects revealed for zero yaw would be present at 

least qualitatively at angle of attack as well o Presented in Figure 

9, page 51 D is a reproduction of a figure from Reference (1) which 

shows the relative magnitudes of the various components which make up 

the total axial force on a cone at zero yaw o The axial force is pre= 

sented as a function of a viscous parameter V~D which is defined in 

Reference (1) 0 A zero value of Voo represents inviscid condi tions and 

an increasing Voo implies increased viscous effects o The range of ~ 

for the data presented in this thesis is from 0 0 03 to 0010 0 The sig= 

nificant aspect of this figure is that viscous effects can became a 
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dominant factor in the drag experienced by a hypersonic vehicle D with 

boundary=layer friction drag being the largest of those effectso By 

comparison D the viscous=induced pressure distribution increment in the 

force is sma11 0 

Projecting these relative magnitudes to the angle of attack 

situation 9 the probable result is that the axial force is the most 

affected and the normal force is affected by a smaller amounto This 

can be attributed to the fact that the major viscous effect is due to 

the friction force o 

The comparison of the computed and experimental force 

coefficients is presented in Figure 10 9 page 530 The experimental data 

were obtained for a viscous parameter value of 0 0 05 0 The comparisons 

presented for CA indicate that viscous effects are most prevalent in 

the experimental data and that there appears to be a reasonable agree= 

ment between the Newtonian defini tioD and the GASL results 0 Here again il 

even though there is a significant difference between experiment and 

theorYD at least the trends are similaro 

I t is interesting to note that whi Ie reasonable agreement is 

obtained for CA~ the predictions obtained for the normal forces are 

markedly different 9 particularly at low angles of attack o These differ= 

ences are amplified considerably in the LID curveD Moreover D the 

experimental data for the normal force definitely tend toward the GASL 

results. The comparatively small increment that the experimental data 

rise above the GASL curve is attributed to the pressure=induced viscous 

effects 0 The deficiency indicated by the Newtonian results mere ly 
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substantiates the results previously observed in comparing the pressure 

distributions, 

Finally~ the large differences between theory and experiment 

for the LID curve are due mainly to the effect of the increased CA 

values in the lift and drag equations. This effect decreases the lift 

while simultaneously increasing the drag value, These large differences 

indicate the penalty in performance that can be caused by viscous 

effeets p and illustrates the necessity of understanding the underlying 

aspects of the vi,seous phenanena. 
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GiAPTER IV 

CONCLUSI CN S 

Comparisons have been made between a general three= 

dimensional characteri sties solution and avai lable experiment a1 data 

with regard to the pressure distributions and force and moment coeffi= 

cients for a spherically=capped 9=degree semivertex angle circular cone~ 

up to angles of attack of 20 degrees o Also v predictions were computed 

using modified Newtonian theoryv since this theory has been widely used 

for bodies flying at hypersonic speeds 0 Several significant results 

have been found fran these comparisons 0 These are briefly summarized 

in the following statements~ 

10 The GASL program is adequate to the task of predicting 

the inviscid pressure distribution and the resultant 

aerodynamic forces for bodies at angle of attack o 

20 The irregularities that occur in the GASL solution on 

the leeward side of a body at large angle of attack may 

limit its applicability in its present fonn to small 

angles of attack o For the blunt cone body considered 

here it appears that a lO=degree angle of attack would 

be an upper limit of applicabilityo 

3 0 The GASL program represents a new capability which can 

be employed to begin a more rigorous analysis of the 

viscous effects which are known to be prevalent in the 

hypersonic speed range o 
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40 Only under very special conditions is modified 

Newtonian theory useful o Inasmuch as these conditions 

are defined in only general terms~ no reasonable range 

of applicability can be stated o In those cases where 

it is employed~ reliability remains to be proven o In 

the present application the method was shown to be 

unreliable o 

50 The GASL program represents a first step towards the 

ability to compute the supersonic inviscid flow field 

about bodies at angle of attack D both for the study of 

inviscid and viscous flow fields o However D if progress 

is to be made towards a complete understanding of these 

flow fields D the problems revealed in the present com= 

parisons would indicate that much more research and 

analysis is required 0 
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SUMMARY 

Advances in computer technology have made it feasible to 

program on a high=speed computer the solution for the supersonic flow 

field about lifting bodies o The program developed by the General 

Applied Science Laboratories (GASL) represents an early solution in 

this field o 

In this thesis D the GASL solution is compared with available 

experimental data and is found to be adequate for the task of predict= 

ing the inviscid pressure distribution on a lifting blunted cone o More= 

over 9 the GASL program is considered to be a possible significant aid in 

the analysis of viscous interaction effects at hypersonic speeds o 

SimilarlYD comparisons are made with modified Newtonian theory which 

indicate that this theory is not reliable 9 except under special con= 

ditions o 
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ABSTRACT 

Advances in computer technology have made it feasible to pro= 

gram on a high=speed computer the solution for the supersonic flow field 

about lifting bodies o The program developed by the General Applied 

Science Laboratories (GASL) represents an early solution in this 

field" 

In this thesis D the GASL solution is compared with some 

available experimental data and is found to be adequate for the task 

of predicting the inviscid pressure distribution on a lifting blunted 

cone 0 Moreover, the GASL program is considered to be a potentially 

significant aid in the analysis of viscous interaction effects at 

hypersonic speeds o Similarly~ comparisons are made with modified 

Newtonian theory which indicate that this theory is not reliable v 

except under special conditions 0 


